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Abstract
Following the rapid development of the Internet, e-commerce websites are widely used today for various goals.
An essential point in the prosperity of these websites is their level of usability. Accordingly, measuring this
usability is indispensable for these websites to check whether they are moving in the right path. Thus, in this
article, the usability scores of five well-known online food-ordering websites in Iran have been evaluated using a
novel fuzzy Kano method with respect to design parameters. In addition to assessing usability scores, the design
parameters of these websites have been classified and reviewed in a detailed manner in order to determine the
design priorities of these websites as one of the main results of this study. Data were gathered using a
questionnaire with 190 respondents. Results demonstrated that Snappfood is the best online food-ordering
website in Iran. In addition, sorting restaurants based on customer satisfaction score, using high-quality images
of foods along with the image zooming feature, and the existence of complete information about foods and
restaurants are the most effective and important design parameters of these types of websites according to the
findings of this study.
Keywords: Website usability; Online food-ordering websites; Website design parameters; Fuzzy Kano model
1. Introduction
Following the quick growth of the Internet, online businesses have seriously joined the world market over the
last one or two decades and are expected to flourish considerably in the near future. Given that customers are
primarily able to contact with an online business through its website, the development of a usable website is
fundamental and critical for the prosperity of these newcomers in the world of business (Cyr, Head, Larios, &
Pan, 2009; Tung, Xu, & Tan, 2009). In the scope of the human-computer interaction (HCI) science, usability is
a cardinal concept (Díaz, Rusu, & Collazos, 2017) which has been defined in various ways. A task-oriented
definition is whether a task can be accomplished conveniently and rapidly by users (Redish, 1995). According to
the ISO9241 (Guidance on Usability), usability is defined as the ‘‘effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction with
which specified users can achieve goals in particular environments’’ (Standardization, 1998). In websites,
usability can be defined as the extent to which it is uncomplicated to have a journey through the website (Stewart,
2012). In addition, Nielsen and Molich (1990) determined some specific features for usable websites, such as the
convenience of learning how to use and memorize something, effectiveness for use, ease of understanding, and
providing customer satisfaction. So far, researchers have proved that a usable website generates a pleasant image
of online stores in the minds of customers, enhances the percentages of revisits and, eventually, promotes online
shopping (Casaló, Flavián, & Guinalíu, 2008; Nielsen, 1999; Venkatesh & Agarwal, 2006). It is worth noticing
that for e-commerce websites, assessing the usability of a website is needed to understand the effect of website
design on the purchases of customers (Ilbahar & Cebi, 2017). Aside from the definitions, some researchers have
demonstrated the merits of usability for both individuals and organizations. For people, a decrease in mistakes,
acquisition of a positive opinion, and having more propensity for applying computers in the next consumption
behavior are the main advantages. For organizations, the reduction of expenses, amelioration of performing
responsibilities, and more productivity are the major effects (Venkatesh & Agarwal, 2006; Legris, Ingham, &
Collerette, 2003; McCloskey, 2006; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003). Constantly evaluating the
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usability of a product is indispensable to ensuring that it works properly based on the determined targets and
does not create any trouble for customers during the consumption period. In fact, the main goal of these
evaluations is to examine the bond between the customers and the product to understand whether customers are
able to learn and apply it for reaching their goals (Davis & Jiang, 2016). On the other hand, these days around
the world a considerable number of people are using online food ordering websites to order their meals that this
trend necessitates a more accurate investigation of these types of websites. Moreover, to date almost no study has
evaluated the usability nor identified the major design parameters of these websites. Hence, this study aims to
evaluate the usability of some well-known and successful online food-ordering websites (startups) in Iran
according to customers’ demands (regarding design parameters) and a new method which is a combination of
Kano model and fuzzy sets. Generally, this research attempts to answer the following questions:
- Based on the customers’ expectations, what features should be considered for designing a usable online food
ordering website?
- Based on the customers’ expectations, what features are not necessary and should not be considered for
designing a usable online food ordering website?
Ultimately, this article is structured as follows: A summary of startups’ condition in Iran and the studies
pertaining to usability and website usability are presented in the literature review Section. Then the methodology
of research which is based on traditional Kano model and fuzzy sets is described. Implementation, results,
discussion, managerial implications, and conclusion are presented in the final sections.
1.1 Startups in Iran
Hart (2012) defines a startup as "a company or a human institution that is built on different branches and that
spontaneously arises the condition of extreme uncertainty, has at its core innovation to create products and
services which they wish revolutionize the market". Startups play pivotal roles in today’s competitive markets.
The founders of these startups are usually young people who own novel and creative ideas and embrace the
related risks for generating a new business to revive the economy of a country. Although the idea behind a
startup could be a game changer, their survival is not guaranteed since the market of startups is an uncertain
market. Remaining creative and innovative, not only about providing products and services but also in the
management of the company, are other challenges that startups are encountered (Moroni, Arruda, & Araujo,
2015). Over the last decade and due to the development of Internet infrastructure, startups in Iran have
commenced their activity and are flourishing considerably. Some famous startups in Iran are Digikala (an online
retailer similar to Amazon) and Sheypoor (a customer-to-customer marketplace similar to eBay). However, in
this study, we have focused on five startups (Chilivery, Reyhoon, Snappfood, Changal, and Delino) which are
active in online food-ordering market.
1.2 Website Usability
Generally speaking, website usability is defined as the extent to which it is straightforward to work with a
website. A substantial number of studies are conducted to assess the usability of different websites by various
methods. The majority of past studies mainly focused on websites pertaining to healthcare, government,
universities, and libraries. Verkijika and De Wet (2018) evaluated the governmental websites of 31 African
countries. Based on some usability characteristics, namely online services, user help, navigation, legitimacy,
information architecture, the authors concluded that the studied websites had an unacceptable level of usability,
with the average score of 36.2% and the best score of 64.8%. Along with usability, the credibility of some
e-government websites was evaluated in some studies, with results showing a positive relationship between these
two factors (Huang & Benyoucef, 2014). Also, Karaim and Inal (2019) employed heuristic evaluation and
studied the usability and accessibility of some governmental websites of Libya. Surprisingly, results
demonstrated that these websites had several fundamental usability problems. In the area of academic websites,
an overwhelming number of studies have been conducted so far. In one of the most recent studies of this kind,
Manzoor, Hussain, Sohaib, Hussain, and Alkhalaf (2019) analyzed the usability of different university websites
in various countries and applied six usability metrics, including layout, simplicity, navigation, organization,
communication, and content. Eventually, they found that the evaluated websites were not able to meet students’
demands regarding usability standards. Moreover, Roy, Pattnaik, and Mall (2014) utilized two evaluation
methods, the first one based on a questionnaire and the second one based on performance, to measure the
usability of three academic websites. They used the WAMMI questionnaire and the Remote Usability testing
technique for evaluations. Related to the area of education and academia, some researchers analyzed the usability
of a university’s website from a novel aspect. For example, Menzi-Çetin, Alemdağ, Tüzün, and Yıldız (2017)
aimed to make the usage of a university website more convenient for students with disabilities (weak eyesight).
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To this end, first they interviewed six students with weak eyesight to grasp which website they desired to use and
subsequently performed the usability test. Finally, they provided some tips for ameliorating the usability and
design of the university website under study to make it more applicable for the noted group of students. Several
studies have been conducted in the domain of healthcare. In one study, the usability of Obamacare website was
evaluated according to some usability dimensions such as home page, hardware and software, scrolling, screen,
and user experience. Researchers also provided useful tips for assessing the usability of different websites,
particularly healthcare websites (Venkatesh, Hoehle, & Aljafari, 2017). In another study, the usability of a
relevant website was measured by increasing the tendency of amphetamine consumers for using online remedy.
Participants in this study were both health experts and amphetamine consumers and supplied valuable
information about the usability of websites and improvement areas (Hirakis, Casey, & Clough, 2017). Aside
from the aforementioned areas, some researchers concentrated on the usability evaluation of B2C websites.
Studies in this area include the assessment of the usability of a well-known e-commerce website in Portugal
incorporating visually handicapped users (Gonçalves, Rocha, Martins, Branco, & Au-Yong-Oliveira, 2018),
evaluation of four e-commerce websites in Turkey along with employing a novel method for evaluation (Ilbahar
& Cebi, 2017), and assessment of the usability of B2C websites in China (Li & Li, 2011). To sum up, the issue of
website usability and its evaluation has extensively been studied by previous researchers. However, the usability
assessment of online food-ordering websites has been neglected by previous studies which is the main goal of
this study. Besides, in this study, the priorities pertaining to the design of online food-ordering websites will be
delineated.
1.3 Kano Model and Fuzzy Set Theory
Traditionally, previous scholars considered a linear relationship between the fulfillments of quality
characteristics and customer satisfaction (Violante & Vezzetti, 2017). Along with the challenges and arguments
related to this assumption, KANO (1984) proposed a two-dimensional nonlinear model for the classification of
product features (Fig. 1). In this model, the horizontal axis depicts the level of fulfillment of an attribute and the
vertical axis shows the level of customer satisfaction. The questionnaire of Kano model incorporates two types
of questions: functional questions (when an attribute is present) and dysfunctional questions (when an attribute is
absent) regarding each attribute of the product or service. Respondents should answer questions based on these
options: 1) like, 2) must be, 3) neutral, 4) live-with, and 5) dislike. Subsequently, according to the responses of
the customers and by applying the Kano evaluation table (Table 1), each quality attribute will be classified into
one of the following categories:
• Must-be (M): While the absence of this attribute induces considerable dissatisfaction, its presence does not
enhance customer satisfaction since customers believe this type of attribute is an inseparable feature of a product
and its presence is indispensable.
• One-dimensional (O): If an attribute in this category is not fulfilled, it causes dissatisfaction and its presence
results in satisfaction proportionally. In fact, the better this attribute is fulfilled, the more satisfied the customers
will be.
• Attractive (A): Although lack of fulfillment of attractive attributes does not generate dissatisfaction, their
fulfillment creates dramatic customer satisfaction.
• Reverse (R): Attributes in this category should be removed from a service or product immediately as their
presence causes dissatisfaction.
• Indifferent (I): The existence or non-existence of this kind of attribute does not affect customer satisfaction or
dissatisfaction.
• Questionable (Q): This parameter shows that either the respondent has provided an illogical answer or the
question has been explained in a vague manner.
Hence, in order to increase customer satisfaction, ‘’M’’ should be fulfilled undoubtedly; ‘’O’’ should be
presented in the best way; and in today’s competitive world of businesses applying ‘’A’’ is an excellent strategy
to beat other rivals. In addition, since ‘’R’’ generates customer dissatisfaction, it should be evaded, and in order
to curb costs, ‘’I’’ should be removed (Lin, Yeh, & Wang, 2015).
For the first time, Klir and Yuan (1996) introduced the fuzzy set theory to address the ambiguity of human
thought. In the literature, fuzzy sets and Kano model have been amalgamated (Ilbahar & Cebi, 2017). In one
study, Florez-Lopez and Ramon-Jeronimo (2012) submitted a model, including Kano model and fuzzy sets, to
manage the logistics of customer service more properly. Moreover, Wang (2013) applied the fuzzy Kano model
to identify product attributes in order to satisfy customers in the scope of designing a new product.
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Figu
ure 1. Kano’s m
model (Satisfaaction-Fulfillm
ment)
2. Methood
2.1 Introdducing the New Approach
Althoughh the Kano method is a preciious and rewaarding tool forr recognizing the
t real requirrements and prreferences
of custom
mers, it has cerrtain downsid
des. The traditi
tional question
nnaire of Kano
o method askss respondents to choose
one answ
wer from amonng the alternatives (like, muust-be, neutral,, live-with, an
nd dislike) andd disregards th
he fact that
human thhinking coexists with uncertainty (Lee & H
Huang, 2009). In addition, another
a
demerrit of Kano mo
odel is that
the frequuency of a claass is the main
n factor for ddetermining th
he class of each parameter//attribute. Forr instance,
suppose tthat 150 respoondents answeered a pair of qquestions in Kano
K
questionn
naire and the vvalues of A, M,
M O, I, R,
and Q weere 60, 59, 20, 10, and 1, resspectively. Coonsequently, th
he class of thiss parameter/atttribute would
d be A as it
has the hiighest value. Although
A
59 respondents
r
hhave decided this parameterr as M, only 1 respondent determined
d
the class of this attribuute. Accordingly, Ilbahar aand Cebi (2017) believed th
hat this part oof Kano modeel requires
fuzzificattion and each attribute shou
uld be defined such that it would
w
demonsttrate to what eextent it belon
ngs to each
class. It is evident thatt this attitude to
t fuzzy sets aand Kano model is differen
nt from the coonfounding an
nd arduous
method inn the literaturee which deman
nds respondennts to agree with
w the options based on perrcentages. In fact,
f
in the
present sttudy, the new fuzzy Kano approach
a
(Figg. 2) proposed by Ilbahar an
nd Cebi (20177) has been em
mployed in
order to aassess the usabbility of onlinee food-orderinng websites an
nd specify theiir design param
meters. The stteps of this
approachh are briefly exxplained below
w:
1. For furrther evaluatioons, the major design param
meters of seleccted websites are
a identified through comp
prehensive
research.
2. Accordding to the ideentified param
meters, a questiionnaire is dessigned and disstributed amonng respondentts.
3. After calculating the values of A, O,
O M, I, R, andd Q Based on the
t primary reesults obtainedd from the queestionnaire,
the param
meters’ weightts are computeed via the beloow equations. If (A + O + M)
M > (I + R + Q
Q) holds, Equaation (1) is
used; otherwise, equatiions (2) and (3
3) are employyed.
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o assign each parameter’s class.
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g
c
number by
b equation (44), membersh
hip degrees to each class arre computed as
a follows;
After calcculating the crisp
provided that (A + O + M) > (I + R + Q) holdds, equations (5) to (7) arre utilized in order to deteermine the
membership degrees to
t classes M,, O, and A; otherwise, eq
quations (8) and
a (9) are aapplied to disscover the
membership degrees.
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One poinnt about the eqquations (5) to (9) is that, µij demonstrates to what exteent parameter ith is related to
o class j. 6.
In this steep, using equuation (10) and
d Table 2, thee absence and
d presence sco
ores of a param
meter are calcculated. In
equation (10), Wi is each parametter’s weight; Skj representss the impactss of the preseence and abssence of a
parameter so that k ɛ{P
Presence,Abseence}, j ɛ{R,I ,M,O,A}; and
d µij shows thee membershipp degree of parrameter ith
to class j ɛ{R,I,M,O,A
A}. When k is absent, Pik deepicts the abssence score off a parameter, and when k is present,
Pik repressents the preseence score of a parameter.
(10)
Table 2. T
The evaluationn table of Kan
no’s model
CLASSS
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7. Finallyy, by applying equation (11)), the total usaability score of the website is calculated:
(11)
In this eqquation, Xik shhows whether parameter i iis present or absent
a
in a weebsite, meaninng that Xik =1 when k is
present, aand Xik = 0 whhen it is absentt.
3. Implem
mentation an
nd Results
First of all, some globaal and eminen
nt online food ordering web
bsites, such as Foodora GmbbH (www.Foo
odora.com)
and onlinne sources whhich provide guidelines
g
reggarding websiite design werre reviewed m
meticulously to
t identify
the param
meters and feaatures of desig
gning online ffood-ordering
g websites. Th
hen, some expperts (website designers
and university professsors) were ask
ked to confirm
m the validity
y of the onlin
ne questionnaaire including
g 48 items
assessingg the usabilityy of these web
bsites that theey completely
y confirmed itts validity. Mooreover, given
n this fact
that the m
majority of thhe online food
d ordering weebsites’ custom
mers are those who are fam
miliar with th
he Internet
concepts and are dealinng with them regularly, we chose some members
m
of th
hree well-know
wn Telegram public
p
and
or the first
Iranian chhannels randoomly and wantted them to annswer our onliine questionnaaire (Appendiix A). Then, fo
step, a fivve level Likerrt scale questiionnaire (Apppendix A) was distributed among
a
30 resspondents (meembers) to
evaluate iits reliability. Data were an
nalyzed in SPS
SS using Cron
nbach’s alpha which corrobborated the relliability of
the questiionnaire (Tablle3).
Ultimatelly, 190 responndents (52.7%
% female and 447.3% male) answered
a
this questionnairee. In addition,, 10.4% of
the respoondents had hiigh school dip
ploma, 48.3%
% had bachelo
or’s degree, 33
3.8% had masster’s degree, and 7.5%
had a PhD
D. The majorrity of respon
ndents were 200-29 years old (52.7%) and 4%, 29.4%,, 9.5%, and 4.5%
4
were
10-19, 300-39, 40-49, and 50 yearss and older, rrespectively. Moreover, ou
ur respondentts came from
m different
backgrouunds; 27.4% were
w
students, 29.4% were administrativ
ve officers, 24.9% were selff-employed, and
a 18.4%
had otherr jobs. In the demographic part, the last question wass “Which device do you ussually use to connect
c
to
the Internnet?”; 86.1%, 11.9%, and 2%
2 of the resspondents ansswered “by sm
mart phones”,, “by laptops””, and “by
other devvices”, respecctively. One im
mportant poinnt is that, on average our respondents experienced more
m
than
three times online foodd ordering in a month. In tthe second paart of the questionnaire, resppondents decllared their
opinions about the preesence and abssence of each design param
meter in food-o
ordering webssites through functional
and dysfuunctional quesstions. Based on results, firrst the values of M, O, A, I,
I Q along witith R and, sub
bsequently,
the weighhts of each paarameter weree calculated bby the equatio
ons (1) to (3). Then, to coompute the meembership
degrees oof each param
meter to each class,
c
the norm
malized valuees were first calculated
c
by dividing the number
n
of
responsess to each classs to the aggreegate number of responses. After putting
g the normalizzed values on the center
of gravityy graph, this graph
g
was deffuzzified by tthe equation (4). Afterward
ds, using the eequations (5) to (9), the
membership degree off each parameter to each cclass was obttained. The cllass of each pparameter acccording to
traditionaal Kano modeel and the prroposed modeel is demonsttrated in Tablle 4. Subsequuently, by app
plying the
equation 10, the presennce and absence scores of pparameters were computed and
a presentedd in Table 5.
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Table 3. Reliability statistics for the questionnaire
Cronbach’s Alpha

Number of Items

.826

48

3.1 Results
In this study, the usability of five well-known online food-ordering websites named Snappfood, Reyhoon,
Chilivery, Delino, and Changal, was evaluated according to a novel fuzzy Kano method. Based on Table 6,
Snappfood has the highest usability score (22.09), showing that this website is the best online food-ordering
website in Iran. Snappfood is followed by, surprisingly, both Reyhoon and Chilivery with the same usability
score of 10.09, followed by Delino and Changal, both with the usability score of 7.09. On the other hand,
according to Table 5, the presence and absence of some parameters have the highest impact on the usability
scores of websites. For example, while the presence of parameters such as “sorting restaurants based on
customer satisfaction score”, and “availability of customer comments”, ”existence of food score”, and
“accessibility of website through different browsers” positively affect the usability of websites, the absence of
parameters such as “using high-quality images of foods along with the image-zooming feature”, “existence of
complete information about foods and restaurants”, and “possibility to register pre-order” negatively affect the
usability of online food-ordering websites. In introduction section two questions were asked that according to the
results, answers are provided here. For designing a usable online food ordering website, the following features
should be taken into high consideration:
-

Possibility to register pre-order

-

Availability of customer comments

-

Existence of food score

-

Sorting restaurants based on customer satisfaction score

-

Accessibility of website through different browsers

-

Using high-quality images of foods along with the image-zooming feature

-

Existence of complete information about foods and restaurants

On the contrary, results demonstrate that customers do not have any feelings about some features, meaning that
the existence and non-existence of these features does not affect the level of customers’ satisfaction. Therefore,
in order to decrease the amount of information and enhance the performance, the following features could be
removed:
-

Availability of shopping without logging in

-

Sorting restaurants based on price

-

Purchasing in another language

-

Saving contact information and address for future purchases

-

Registering in website through prevalent accounts (Facebook, Google etc.)

-

Sorting restaurants according to their type

-

Sorting restaurants according to food type

-

Existence of an order-tracking system

-

Using videos (such as introducing restaurants), animation, and audio files on the website

4. Discussion and Managerial Implications
As mentioned in Results section, some parameters have specific impacts, positive or negative, on the usability
score of websites. First, they strongly prefer to use an online food-ordering website which sorts restaurants based
on customer satisfaction scores. Second, accessing the comments of other customers is of utmost importance to
users. In addition, customers tend to include the scores of various types of foods in their decision-making process
and prefer to access the website through different browsers. Moreover, users prefer to choose websites that
provide high-quality images of foods equipped with the zooming feature as well as comprehensive information
about foods and restaurants. One feature which is thrilling for customers is the availability of registering
pre-order that except for one website (Snappfood), was neglected by all websites. Building upon these
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discussions, in the next sections we suggest some managerial implications for each website to ameliorate their
designs.
Table 4. Parameters’ class in conventional Kano model and the suggested fuzzy Kano model
Parameters of Design in Food-Ordering Websites

Class in Conventional Kano

Class in the Proposed Fuzzy Kano Model

Model

μ(M)

μ(O)

μ(A)

1. Possibility to register pre-order

A

0.00

0.67

0.33

2. Comparing restaurants with one another

A

0.00

0.76

0.24

3. Online support (online chat)

A

0.00

0.78

0.22

4. Access to contact information

O

0.00

0.83

0.17

5. Availability of customer comments

O

0.00

0.72

0.28

6. Availability of shopping without logging in

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

7. Existence of food score

A

0.00

0.74

0.26

8. Sorting restaurants based on price

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

O

0.00

0.70

0.30

A

0.00

0.78

0.22

O

0.00

1.00

0.00

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

O

0.00

0.75

0.25

O

0.00

1.00

0.00

A

0.00

0.83

0.17

A

0.00

0.74

0.26

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

9. Sorting restaurants based on customer satisfaction
score
10. Introducing best-selling restaurants
11. Using high-quality images of foods along with
the image-zooming feature
12. Purchasing in another language
13. Existence of various ways for making the
payment
14. Existence of complete information about foods
and restaurants
15. Information about food-delivery methods
16. Accessibility of website through different
browsers
17. Saving contact information and address for future
purchases
18. Registering in website through prevalent accounts
(Facebook, Google, etc.)
19. Sorting restaurants according to their type

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

20. Sorting restaurants according to food type

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

21. Existence of an order-tracking system

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

23. Advanced system of searching nearby restaurants

A

0.00

0.75

0.25

24. Sorting restaurants based on shipping time

I

0.00

0.00

0.00

22. Using videos (such as introducing restaurants),
animation, and audio files on the website

Table 5. Absence and presence scores of parameters (Pik)
Parameters of Design

Presence and Absence Scores
Presence Score Absence Score
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1. Possibility to register pre-order

1.66

2. Comparing restaurants with one another

1.86

-1.34
-1.14

3. Online support (online chat)

1.83

-1.17

4. Access to contact information

1.755

-1.245

5. Availability of customer comments

1.92

-1.08

6. Availability of shopping without logging in

0.000

0.000

7. Existence of food score

1.89

-1.11

8. Sorting restaurants based on price

0.000

0.000

9. Sorting restaurants based on customer satisfaction score

1.95

-1.05

10. Introducing best-selling restaurants

1.83

-1.17

11. Using high-quality images of foods along with the image-zooming feature

1.5

-1.5

12. Purchasing in another language
13. Existence of various ways for making payments
14. Existence of complete information about foods and restaurants
15. Information about food delivery methods
16. Accessibility of website through different browsers
17. Saving contact information and address for future purchases
18. Registering in website through prevalent accounts (Facebook, Google etc.)
19. Sorting restaurants according to their type
20. Sorting restaurants according to food type
21. Existence of an order-tracking system
22. Using videos (introducing restaurants), animation, and audio files on the website
23. Advanced system of searching nearby restaurants
24. Sorting restaurants based on shipping time

0.000
1.875
1.5
1.755
1.89
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.875
0.000

0.000
-1.125
-1.5
-1.245
-1.11
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
-1.125
0.000

Table 6. Absence and presence scores of parameters (Pik)
Parameters of Design

Online Food-Ordering Websites
Snappfood

Delino

Changal

1. Possibility to register pre-order
2. Comparing restaurants with one another

1.66
-1.14

Chilivery
-1.34
-1.14

Reyhoon
-1.34
-1.14

-1.34
-1.14

-1.34
-1.14

3. Online support (online chat)

1.83

1.83

-1.17

1.83

1.83

4. Access to contact information
5. Availability of customer comments

1.755
1.92

1.755
1.92

1.755
1.92

1.755
1.92

1.755
1.92

6.Shopping without logging in

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

7. Existence of food score
8. Sorting restaurants based on price

1.89
0.000

-1.11
0.000

1.89
0.000

-1.11
0.000

-1.11
0.000

9. Sorting restaurants based on customer satisfaction score

1.95

1.95

1.95

-1.05

-1.05

10. Introducing best-selling restaurants
11. Using high-quality images of foods plus zooming feature

1.83
1.5

1.83
1.5

1.83
-1.5

1.83
-1.5

-1.17
-1.5

12. Purchasing in another language

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

13. Various ways for making payments
14. Complete information about foods and restaurants

1.875
1.5

-1.125
1.5

-1.125
1.5

1.875
1.5

1.875
1.5

15. Information about food delivery methods

1.755

-1.245

1.755

-1.245

1.755

16. Accessibility of website through different browsers
17. Saving contact information and address

1.89
0.000

1.89
0.000

1.89
0.000

1.89
0.000

1.89
0.000

18. Registering through prevalent accounts

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

19. Sorting restaurants according to their type
20. Sorting restaurants according to food type

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

21. Existence of an order-tracking system

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

22. Using videos, animation, and audio files on the website
23. Searching nearby restaurants

0.000
1.875

0.000
1.875

0.000
1.875

0.000
1.875

0.000
1.875

24. Sorting restaurants based on shipping time

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Total

22.09

10.09

10.09

7.09

7.09

4.1 Snappfood (http://www.snappfood.ir)
According to the ranking of this article, Snappfood has the highest usability score among other online
food-ordering websites, depicting its high quality. Although this website enjoys all essential characteristics, the
following suggestions are made to improve its quality:
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1. Results showed that customers welcome the possibility of registering pre-order. Although Snappfood has this
option at its primary levels, it would be relevant for this website to develop this characteristic more seriously, for
instance, offering the registration of pre-order for longer periods, namely monthly and annually.
2. Besides, as an innovation, the managers of this website can generate the option of “comparing restaurants with
one another”.
3. Finally, results demonstrate that some features and options such as “sorting restaurants according to their type”
and “sorting restaurants according to food type” are neutral (i.e. their presence or absence does not have any
impact on website usability). Therefore, in order to improve website performance and speed, these features can
be removed.
4.2 Chilivery (https://www.chilivery.com)
Chilivery has gained the second position in the ranking of this article. Similar to Snappfood, this website has
several effective and valuable design characteristics. Nevertheless, some suggestions for improvement are
presented here. First, the “existence of food score” parameter has a significant effect on customer satisfaction, a
feature this website lacks. Besides, some customers like to pay the fees by cash. Unfortunately, online payment is
the exclusive payment method on this website. Moreover, adding the feature of comparing restaurants with one
another and preparing the system of registering pre-order could be innovative ideas in the design of this website.
Finally, like Snappfood, this website can improve its speed by removing some neutral design parameters such as
“sorting restaurants according to their type” and “sorting restaurants according to food type”.
4.3 Reyhoon (https://www.reyhoon.com)
Similar to Chilivery, Reyhoon gained rank two. Although Reyhoon owns almost all design parameters with high
presence scores, there is a paucity of parameters whose absence can reduce the usability of the website. Based on
the results, customers tend to use websites that provide vivid and high-quality images of foods. In addition to the
high quality of images, the availability of zooming feature is absolutely important for them, features which are
unfortunately absent on Reyhoon website. In fact, on this website, some foods do not have images and the
unavailability of image zooming has significantly affected its usability score. Other obvious points about
Reyhoon are the absence of online support and payment by cash that have decreased its score. Finally, removing
neutral parameters, namely “sorting restaurants according to their type” and “sorting restaurants according to
food type” are recommended for website speed improvement. With respect to generating innovative ideas
Reyhoon has two options:
1. Creating an option to compare the characteristics of two restaurants
2. Adding the option of registering pre-order
4.4 Delino (https://www.delino.com)
This website, along with Changal, received the third rank. One fundamental problem in this website which has a
negative impact on its usability score is the absence of food images. In addition to the lack of zooming option,
most foods in this website do not have images which is detrimental to its usability score. “Existence of food
score” and “sorting restaurants based on customer satisfaction score” are parameters which are absent in Delino.
To enhance its usability from the perspective of design, it would be most advisable for the managers of this
website to take these parameters into account in the redesigning process. Similar to previous websites, adding
“possibility to register pre-order” and “comparing restaurants with each one another” are suggested as innovative
ideas.
4.5 Changal (https://www.changal.com)
The condition of this website is similar to that of Delino, both in ranking and missed parameters. The following
suggestions are provided for boosting the usability score of this website:
1. Creating an option for customers to score different foods
2. Generating the availability of sorting restaurants based on customer satisfaction score
3. Using high-quality images of foods along with the image-zooming feature
4.Considering parameters such as “possibility to register pre-order” and “comparing restaurants with one another”
as innovative ideas for redesigning in addition to removing neutral parameters
5. Conclusion
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In the era of online shopping, the issue of website usability is highly important for e-commerce websites,
especially from the perspective of design. Although previous studies have examined website usability according
to various parameters, few have investigated it in terms of design parameters. In this study, by applying a method
proposed by Ilbahar and Cebi (2017) which is the amalgamation of Kano model and fuzzy sets, the design
parameters of five famous online food-ordering websites titled Snappfood, Chilivery, Reyhoon, Delino, and
Changal were identified and classified in order to evaluate the usability score of these websites. Results revealed
that the presence of some parameters such as “sorting restaurants based on customer satisfaction score” and
“availability of the comments of customers” have significant effects on usability score. By contrast, the absence
of parameters such as “using high-quality images of foods along with the image-zooming feature” and “existence
of complete information about foods and restaurants” have detrimental impacts on usability score. Eventually,
Snappfood was identified as the best online food-ordering website, followed by Chilivery and Reyhoon (both
ranking second) and Changal and Delino (both ranking third).
After determining the design deficiencies of these websites using the proposed approach, some practical
recommendations for improvement were offered. One of the most important findings of this study is the
introduction and identification of neutral parameters whose presence or absence does not have any impact on
website usability (Tables 4 and 5). By glancing over these websites, it is obvious that they are filled with a
substantial number of options and characteristics that only weaken the overall performance and speed of the
website. Based on the results of this study, these features are almost useless and customers do not show any
tendency to use them. Accordingly, an approach to raise both the performance and the usability of websites
would be removing these parameters as much as possible and Instead, managers can utilize this potential for
formulating innovative ideas. Generally, the results have provided two main guidelines for the managers of these
websites:
1. Improving and concentrating on features which have the highest presence or the lowest absence scores. For
example, in this study feature Availability of customer comments has the highest presence score, while feature
Possibility to register pre-order has one of the lowest absence scores.
2. Removing features which customers are apathetic about in order to enhance the overall website performance
However, this study has some limitations which can be ameliorated by future research. First, the number of
participants can be increased in order to have a more accurate understanding about the perceptions of the public.
Moreover, other aspects of usability criterion such as navigation, ease of use, and readability can be considered
to assess the usability scores of online food-ordering websites by employing the proposed model. Furthermore,
this approach can be utilized for other types of websites as well as the mobile applications of food ordering
companies. Eventually, performing this research on websites which are globally active, including Foodpanda and
Delivery Hero would be a thrilling suggestion for future scholars. Accordingly, the managers of these types of
websites will be able to identify design priorities and redesign their websites based on the real expectations of
customers in different countries.
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Appendix A
Questionnaire
Feelings about the presence of a feature

Feelings about the absence of a feature

1. What is your opinion about the possibility of pre-ordering?

1. What is your opinion about the impossibility of pre-ordering?

2. What is your opinion about the feature of comparing restaurants

2. What is your opinion about the lack of the feature of

with each other?

comparing restaurants with each other?

3. What do you think about the availability of online support (online

3. What do you think about the lack of online support (online

chat)?

chat)?

4. What is your opinion about the availability of contact

4. What is your opinion about the unavailability of contact

information?

information?

5. What do you think of the customer comment section?

5. What is your opinion about the lack of customer comments?

6. What do you think about the possibility of purchasing without

6. What do you about the impossibility of purchasing without

signing in to your account?

signing in to your account?

7. What do you think about the availability of the scores of a

7. What do you think about the unavailability of the scores of a

restaurant’s foods?

restaurant’s foods?

8. What do you think of the restaurant sorting feature based on

8. What is your opinion about the lack of restaurant sorting

price?

feature based on price?

9. What do you think of the restaurant sorting feature based on

9. What is your opinion about the lack of restaurant sorting

customer satisfaction score?

feature based on customer satisfaction score?
10. What do you think about the non-introduction of best-selling

10. What do you think of introducing best-selling restaurants?

restaurants?

11. What do you think about the use of foods’ high quality images

11. What do you think about the non-use of foods’ high quality

along with magnification feature?

images along with magnification feature?

12. What do you think about the possibility of buying according to

12. What do you think about the impossibility of buying

other languages?

according to other languages?

13. What do you think about the possibility of paying food costs

13. What do you think about the impossibility of paying food

based on various methods?

costs based on various methods?

14. What do you think about the possibility of accessing to complete

14. What do you think about the impossibility of accessing to

information of a restaurant and its foods (such as ingredients)?

complete information of a restaurant and its foods (such as
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ingredients)?
15. What is your opinion about the availability of information on

15. What is your opinion about the lack of information on food

food delivery ways?

delivery ways?

16. What is your opinion about the accessibility of website through

16. What is your opinion about the inaccessibility of website

different browsers?

through different browsers?

17. What is your opinion about the possibility of address and contact

17. What is your opinion about the impossibility of address and

information storage for future purchases?

contact information storage for future purchases?

18. What is your opinion about the possibility of registering on a site

18. What is your opinion about the impossibility of registering

through shared accounts like Google and Facebook?

on a site through shared accounts like Google and Facebook?

19. What is your opinion about the sorting feature based on the type

19. What is your opinion about the lack of sorting feature based

of restaurant?

on the type of restaurant?

20. What is your opinion about the restaurant sorting feature based

20. What is your opinion about the lack of restaurant sorting

on the type of food?

feature based on the type of food?

21. What do you think about the existence of an integrated tracking

21. What is your opinion about the lack of an integrated

system on the website?

tracking system on the website?

22. What do you think about the use of video (such as restaurant
introductions), animation and attractive audio files on website?

22. What do you think about the non-use of video (such as
restaurant introductions), animation and attractive audio files on
website?

23. What do you think of the availability of an advanced search

23. What do you think of the unavailability of an advanced

engine for nearby restaurants?

search engine for nearby restaurants?

24. What do you think about the lack of restaurant sorting feature

24. What do you think about the lack of restaurant sorting

based on the shipping time?

feature based on the shipping time?
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